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Some Key Stylized Facts about International Trade

1 Large countries trade less relative to GDP

2 All countries import more from larger countries

3 Trade between countries diminishes with distance

4 Prices vary across locations, with greater price differences between

countries that are further apart



Large Countries Trade Less as a Share of GDP

International imports and exports in goods and services
As percentage of GDP, 2010 or latest available year
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Countries Import More from Larger Countries

Countries’ Percent of U.S. Trade with EU versus Countries’ Percent of EU

GDP
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Countries Trade More with their Neighbors
Trade and Distance
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What do we Want to Get Out of this Model?

Basic

1 Why do large countries trade less relative to GDP?

2 Why do all countries import more from larger countries?

3 Why does trade between countries diminishes with distance?

4 Why do prices vary across locations, with greater price differences

between countries that are further apart?

Deeper

1 How do productivity differences affect trade flows?

2 How does productivity growth in one country affects labor markets in

others?

3 Why do countries buy more from themselves than others?

4 What are the economic consequences of trade deficits?

5 How large are the gains from trade?
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Two-by-Two Example

Ricardo imagined two countries making two goods each

• Example: Brazil and Costa Rica trading sugar and coffee

Labor required per 100 kilos

Brazil Costa Rica

Coffee 100 120

Sugar 75 150

• Brazil has an absolute advantage in both activities

• Brazil has comparative advantage in Sugar

• Assume that the world relative price of coffee and sugar is 1(
PBs
PBc

=
75

100

)
<

(
PCRs
PCRc

=
150

120

)



Two-by-Two Example

Labor required per 100 kilos

Brazil Costa Rica

Coffee 100 120

Sugar 75 150

• Assume that the world relative price of coffee and sugar is 1(
PBs
PBc

=
75

100

)
<

(
PWs
PWc

= 1

)
<

(
PCRs
PCRc

=
150

120

)
• Brazil will export sugar and Costa Rica will export Coffee

• Brazil gets 100 kilos of Coffee with only 75 units of labor (instead of

100)

• Costa Rica can get 100 kilos of Sugar for only 120 units (instead of

150)



Two-by-Two Example

Even this simple example has holes. What’s the equilibrium?

1 Brazil produces only sugar and Costa Rica produces only coffee

(complete specialization)

2 Brazil produces only sugar and Costa Rica produces both goods

(incomplete)

3 Costa Rica produces only coffee and Brazil produces both good

(incomplete)



Two-by-Two Example

With incomplete specialization...

• Relative prices of goods must meet market clearing conditions within a

country

• If Brazil produces both goods, marginal product of Brazilian labor must

be equated in coffee and sugar (as in H-O)

• Once those prices pinned down, we have to check whether consumer

demands are consistent with market clearing

• If not, we’ve got to check alternative cases

The model is clunky even in this barebones case

• It is not going to get prettier when we add more goods and more

countries
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The Chain of Comparative Advantage

Rather than assume Ps/Pc = 1, normalize wB = 1

• Determine the wage in Costa Rica, wCR that is consistent with

equilibrium

If trade occurs

• World price of coffee and sugar equated in both countries in

purchasing power terms

• Write these prices as p(c) and p(s), and invoke cost minimization

• p (c) = min {120wCR , 100wB} , p (s) = min {150wCR , 75wB}
Implies that

1 wCR ≥ 0.50: Costa Rica’s sugar price equals Brazil’s,

150wCR = 75wB ⇒ wCR = 75
150

= 0.5

2 WCR ≤ 0.83: Costa Rica’s coffee price equals Brazil’s

120wCR = 100wB ⇒ wCR = 100
120

= 0.83

3 Since CR has an absolute disadvantage, must be that wCR < 1, but

that’s already implied



The Chain of Comparative Advantage

Extend to many goods

• Write unit labor requirements as aB (c) , aB (s) and aCR (c) , aCR (s) for

Brazil and Costa Rica

• Since Brazil has a comparative advantage in sugar, write

aB (c)

aB (s)
>
aCR (c)

aCR (s)



The Chain of Comparative Advantage

Chain of comparative advantage

aB (c)

aB (s)
>
aCR (c)

aCR (s)

• Series of inequalities that express the comparative advantage in one

country relative to the other

• An equilibrium is the w that breaks the chain

• One set of goods is produced in Brazil, another in Costa Rica.

• At most one good can be produced in common

• Occurs if at wage w , Brazil and Costa Rica have identical costs for

producing the marginal good j

• Note that this set of inequalities is insufficient to pin down the

equilibrium—need further assumptions on demands and endowments



The Chain of Comparative Advantage

Useful observation

• The demand curve with a finite number of goods will be non-smooth

• In regions where the cost of the marginal good j is the same in the two

comparison countries, demand for labor is perfectly elastic in each

country because j can be produced in either country at same cost



Wage Determination in the Many Good ModelPutting Ricardo to Work     69

of linen, increasing demand for it and hence for English labor. At the point of linen, increasing demand for it and hence for English labor. At the point ωω  == .9,  .9, 
England becomes competitive in cloth as well as linen. The demand curve for English England becomes competitive in cloth as well as linen. The demand curve for English 
labor thus hits another fl at zone as world buyers are indifferent between England and labor thus hits another fl at zone as world buyers are indifferent between England and 
Portugal as sources of cloth (continuing to buy all their linen from England and wine Portugal as sources of cloth (continuing to buy all their linen from England and wine 
from Portugal). Proceeding along the chain, the demand curve for English labor is from Portugal). Proceeding along the chain, the demand curve for English labor is 
a downward stairway with treads along which England and Portugal share produc-a downward stairway with treads along which England and Portugal share produc-
tion of a good connected by risers along which England and Portugal specialize in tion of a good connected by risers along which England and Portugal specialize in 
producing distinct sets of goods. The treads are horizontal, as with a standard staircase, producing distinct sets of goods. The treads are horizontal, as with a standard staircase, 
but the risers are vertical only in an extreme case. Otherwise they slope downward to but the risers are vertical only in an extreme case. Otherwise they slope downward to 
the next tread. The equilibrium can be found by imposing the vertical supply curve the next tread. The equilibrium can be found by imposing the vertical supply curve 
for English labor as a share of the world’s, which could cut the demand curve along for English labor as a share of the world’s, which could cut the demand curve along 
a tread (corresponding to a good for which England and Portugal share production) a tread (corresponding to a good for which England and Portugal share production) 
or through a riser (with no shared goods).or through a riser (with no shared goods).

We count fi ve possible types of outcomes, going from linen, cloth, and wine We count fi ve possible types of outcomes, going from linen, cloth, and wine 
made in England and wine elsewhere, to linen, cloth, and wine made in Portugal made in England and wine elsewhere, to linen, cloth, and wine made in Portugal 
and linen elsewhere. Of course, more goods can be added by inserting them into and linen elsewhere. Of course, more goods can be added by inserting them into 
the chain, raising the number of types of outcomes.the chain, raising the number of types of outcomes.

Figure 1 illustrates the case for four goods, adding one product to the example Figure 1 illustrates the case for four goods, adding one product to the example 
above—say, anchovies—for which England requires twice as many workers as above—say, anchovies—for which England requires twice as many workers as 

Figure 1
Wage Determination in the Many Good Model

Source: Authors.
Note: The solid downward-sloping line is the relative demand curve for English labor, and the solid 
vertical line is the relative supply curve for English labor.
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The Chain of Comparative Advantage

Thought experiment illustrates how messy this is

1 England and Costa Rica trading

2 England’s share of world labor supply expands such that it begins to

take over production of additional goods

3 In the region where England and Costa Rica are producing the same

good, demand for labor is perfectly elastic—so output expansions have

no wage effects

4 When England takes over production of the marginal good entirely—so

the two countries produce no goods in common—labor demand elastic

again

5 The more of the original j good that England produces, the more its

price falls

6 If labor supply expands England now competitive in next good, j ′

7 Then labor demand hits another flat spot
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A Continuum of Goods

Problem with ‘the chain’ is that comparative statics are a mess

• Dornbusch, Fischer, Samuelson AER 1977: Continuum of goods

• Goods j arrayed on the unit interval j ∈ [0, 1] where

• The ratio A (j) = aE (j) /aCR (j) is non-increasing in j

• A (j) is smooth and strictly decreasing

• Thus, England’s comparative advantage is rising in the index j

• Here, chain of comparative advantage has no flat spots—always a

marginal good that is equally costly to produce in both countries.

• If wCR = 1, the marginal good j̄ satisfies

wE · aE
(̄
j
)

= wCRaCR
(̄
j
)

= aCR
(̄
j
)

wE = aCR
(̄
j
)
/aE

(̄
j
)



Wage Determination with a Continuum of Goods

Eaton and Kortum 2012

70     Journal of Economic Perspectives

Portugal to produce a unit. Changing the English labor supply involves sliding the Portugal to produce a unit. Changing the English labor supply involves sliding the 
English relative labor supply curve English relative labor supply curve L/(/(L  ++   L**) along the ) along the x -axis where -axis where L is English  is English 
labor and labor and L** Portugal’s. Portugal’s.

Trade economists now speak frequently of the extensive and intensive margins Trade economists now speak frequently of the extensive and intensive margins 
of trade. A country’s exports can increase on the intensive margin, exporting more of trade. A country’s exports can increase on the intensive margin, exporting more 
of a given set of goods, or on the extensive margin, exporting a wider range of of a given set of goods, or on the extensive margin, exporting a wider range of 
goods. The stairway shows how the two operate in a Ricardian framework. Along a goods. The stairway shows how the two operate in a Ricardian framework. Along a 
riser, a drop in riser, a drop in ωω raises demand for English exports only at the intensive margin, by  raises demand for English exports only at the intensive margin, by 
lowering the price of the given set of goods that England produces. When lowering the price of the given set of goods that England produces. When ωω hits a  hits a 
tread, however, expansion is also at the extensive margin as England expands the set tread, however, expansion is also at the extensive margin as England expands the set 
of goods it produces and exports.of goods it produces and exports.

An implication of the framework is that, given technologies around the world, An implication of the framework is that, given technologies around the world, 
having a larger share of the world labor force may require a country to have a lower having a larger share of the world labor force may require a country to have a lower 
wage. In order to employ more labor with its given set of technologies, a country wage. In order to employ more labor with its given set of technologies, a country 
needs to sell more of the goods it currently produces (going down a riser) or to needs to sell more of the goods it currently produces (going down a riser) or to 
take over goods from other countries (reaching a lower step). The result holds take over goods from other countries (reaching a lower step). The result holds 

Figure 2
Wage Determination with a Continuum of Goods

Source: Authors.
Notes: On the x -axis is a continuum of goods from 0 to 1 with England having the strongest comparative 
advantage in goods nearer 0 and Portugal in goods nearer 1. England produces the goods from 0 to  

_ j . 
Portugal produces the goods from  

_ j  through 1. The fi gure illustrates how a shift up in the productivity 
curve A( j ), meaning that England gets relatively more productive at making every good, raises England’s 
relative wage ω and expands the share of goods it produces. A partial derivation for the equation 
describing the upward-sloping curve is provided in footnote 2.
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Adding Trade Costs

How do we know that trade costs matter?

1 Most countries consume a disproportionate share of their own output

2 Distant countries trade less with one another

3 Remote countries trade less with everyone



Adding Trade Costs

DFS modeled these phenomena with ‘iceberg’ transportation costs

• A fraction of cargo decays (melts) in transit

• Amount of decay is proportional to transit time or distance

Formally, DFS assume

• Delivering one unit of a good from country i to k requires shipping

dik > 1 units of the good

• dik differs among country pairs

• Usually assumed that d does not differ among goods within a country

pair, but this can be relaxed

• Triangle inequality: dik × dkm ≥ dim (a no-arbitrage condition)



Adding Trade Costs

Trade costs are crucial for realism

• With non-zero trade costs, ‘perfect’ competition is still consistent with

heterogeneous prices for each good

• Same good can have different prices in different markets

• Low-cost producer of a good for one country may not be the low-cost

producer for another country
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Adding More Countries

Okay, we need to add more countries—two is not going to cut it

• Imagine many goods and many countries

• You wouldn’t expect the continuity/ranking assumptions to hold for
many countries

• (See Jones 1961, IER for formal proof)

Adding more countries with no chain of comparative advantage...

• We’re back in the guess-and-check world

DFS trick doesn’t pass the laugh test

• You can’t just assume a ‘continuum’ of countries

• See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3q iqrvnC 4 (minute 1:48):

“There are probably hundreds of countries in the world...”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3q_iqrvnC_4


A Probabilistic Approach...

Here’s the trick (Eaton-Kortum ’02 Ecma)

• Assume a continuum of goods j ∈ [0, 1]

• Assume an integer number of countries i = 1, 2, ..., I

• Allow the productivity of each industry j in each country i to be a

probabilistic draw

• With well-chosen functional forms, this reintroduces smoothness to

many-goods, many-country setting

So it’s like the DFS trick (continuum of goods) for the 21st century



A Probabilistic Approach...

1 Countries i = 1, 2, ..., I

2 Goods j ∈ [0, 1]

3 Iceberg transport costs

• dii′ > 1 and dii = 1 and dii′′ < dii′ × di′ i′′

4 Unit labor requirements for good i in country j are ai (j)

5 Draws of a′s are Fréchet



A Probabilistic Approach...

Draws of a′s are Fréchet

Pr [ai (j) < x ] = 1− e−(Aix)θ

• Where Ai is country i ′s overall productivity level (it’s TFP) and θ > 1

is the dispersion of draws

• Low θ → high dispersion → large role for comparative advantage

• High θ → low dispersion → large role for price competition

• In reality, it’s all price competition

• High dispersion of a′s means some ai (j)
′ s much better than others

• If so, small price ∆′s have little effect on ij ′s market share

• Thus dispersion and elasticity are inverses



The Price Distribution: What Price do Countries Pay for Each

Good?

What price do countries pay for each good?

• Let wi equal the labor cost in country i

• The cost of producing good j in country i and delivering it country n is

cni (j) = ai (j)widni

• The price that country n pays for j is of course the minimum of all

prices available to it

cn (j) = min {cni (j)}

With non-zero trade costs that differ among country pairs, the price

for a good j will vary across countries



The Price Distribution

The cumulative distribution of the cost of good j produced in country i and

offered in country n is given by

Pr [cni (j) < c ] = 1− e−(cAi/widni )
θ

The cumulative distribution of prices for good j that country n faces across

all supplier countries is

Pr [pn (j) < p] = 1−
∏
i

Pr [cni (j) > p]

= 1− e−(Ānp)
θ

where Ān =

[
I∑
i=1

(Ai/widni )
θ

] 1
θ

The term Ān is a country specific purchase price parameter



The Price Distribution

Ān is a country specific purchase price parameter

Ān =

[
I∑
i=1

(Ai/widni )
θ

] 1
θ

Higher Ān corresponds to a lower price index

• A country’s PPP is rising in its Ān

Shows how three forces govern prices in each country n

1 States of technology around the world: A′s

2 Input costs around the world: w ′s

3 Trade barriers with each country: d ′s



The Price Distribution

Trade enlarges each country’s effective technology frontier

Ān =

[
I∑
i=1

(Ai/widni )
θ

] 1
θ

• Ān reflects technology available from all other countries to n

discounted by input costs and geographic barriers

1 In a world with no geographic barriers (dni = 1 for all n and i), Ān is

the same everywhere → law of one price holds for each good

2 At the other extreme of autarky (dni → ∞ for n 6= i), Ān reduces to

An/wn, country n’s own state of technology, down-weighted by its

input cost



Adding Preferences → Purchasing Power

Simplest case (WLOG): Preferences are symmetric Cobb-Douglas,

with equal shares on all goods

• Ideal price index for each country n is geometric mean of price

distribution

ρn =
γ

Ān
with Ān =

[
I∑
i=1

(Ai/widni )
θ

] 1
θ

where γ = e−ε/θ and ε is Euler’s constant

• Lower values of ρn mean higher purchasing power

• Ān enters inversely, a higher value of Ān corresponds to higher

purchasing power



Purchasing Power

WLOG: preferences are symmetric Cobb-Douglas, with equal shares

on all goods

• Ideal price index for each country n is geometric mean of price

distribution

ρn =
γ

Ān
with Ān =

[
I∑
i=1

(Ai/widni )
θ

] 1
θ

• Factors that raise Ān (lowering ρn) are

• Higher own-productivity (Ai)

• Lower bilateral trade costs (dni)

• Lower input costs (wi)

• Lower θ, reflecting greater productivity dispersion—greater

comparative advantage—among countries (recall θ > 1)

• Model delivers PPP differences as a function of primitives:

technologies, costs, trade frictions



Who Buys What from Whom?

Who buys what from whom?

• Probability πni that country i is the lowest cost supplier of any specific

good j to country n is

πni = Pr [cni (j) = pn (j)] =

(
Ai/widni

Ān

)θ
not subscripted by j because probability does not differ across goods

• With a continuum of goods, πni is also the share of all goods

consumed in n that are supplied by i

• Higher world productivity (higher Ān) lowers probability that country i

is low cost producer of j for country n

• θ is trade elasticity with respect to wi or dni

∂ lnπni
∂ ln dni

= −θ



Expenditure

1 With a continuum of goods, πni is also the share of all goods

consumed in n that are supplied by i

2 Due to exponential distribution, expected value of conditional and
unconditional distribution of draws are identical

• Thus, expected price of goods does not vary by source conditional on

purchase

• Implication of (1) and (2) is that πni is also the fraction of n’s

expenditure spent on goods from i

• Let X equal expenditure. Country n′s share of total expenditure on

goods produced in country i is

πni =
Xni
Xn

=

(
Ai/widni

Ān

)θ



Sales, Imports, and Exports

• Country n′s share of total expenditure on goods produced in country i

πni =
Xni
Xn

=

(
Ai/widni

Ān

)θ

• Now let’s consider country i ′s sales to all countries m including itself

Xi =
∑
m

Xmπmi

=
∑
m

Xmi =

(
Ai
wi

)θ N∑
m=1

d−θmi Xm

Āθm



Sales, Imports, and Exports

• Country i ’s total sales Xi to all countries m (including itself)

Xi =
∑
n

Xni =

(
Ai
wi

)θ N∑
n=1

d−θni Xn

Āθn

• Solve for Xni , exports from i to n

Xni =

(
Āndni

)−θ
Xn∑

M

(
Āmdmi

)−θ
Xm
Xi =

XiXn

(
dni
ρn

)−θ
∑
M

(
dmi
ρm

)−θ
Xm

using

πni =
Xni
Xn

=

(
Ai/widni

Ān

)θ
⇒
(
Ai
wi

)θ
=

(
Xni
Xn

)
×
(
Ān
dni

)θ



Unpacking the expression for exports

Exports from i to n

Xni =
XiXn

(
dni
ρn

)−θ
∑
M

(
dmi
ρm

)−θ
Xm

• Increasing in exporter i ’s total economic size, Xi

• Rising in importer n′s total economic size Xn

• Declining in bilateral trade costs dni
• dni is deflated by the importer’s price level ρn
• Import costs matter more when the destination market is more

competitive



Unpacking the expression for exports

Exports from i to n

Xni =
XiXn

(
dni
ρn

)−θ
∑
M

(
dmi
ρm

)−θ
Xm

• Denominator
(
dmi
ρm

)−θ
Xm, is the size of each destination market m as

perceived by i

• Higher Xm means that i has a larger market into which to sell

• Higher bilateral trade costs dmi and a lower price level ρm in market m

reduces i ’s sales into m



Why Do They Call it the Gravity Model?

Traditional gravity regression for trade btwn country pairs

ln (Xni ) = β0 + β1
(+)

ln (Mn) + β2
(+)

ln (Mi ) + β3
(−)

ln (dni ) + eni

• Xni is exports from i from n, Mn,Mi are economic “masses” of n and

i , dni is trade cost/distance

• Substitute Xn for Mn and Xi for Mi and take logs

lnXni = ln

Xni =
XiXn

(
dni
ρn

)−θ
∑
M

(
dmi
ρm

)−θ
Xm



lnXni = lnXi + lnXn − θ ln dni + θ ln pn − ln

[∑
M

(
dmi
ρm

)−θ
Xm

]
Voilà, gravity!



Closing the Model

Straightforward to close model if all income is labor income

• Let Li be the labor endowment of country i

• Then country i ′s total income is

wiLi =
I∑
n=1

πni (wnLn +Dn)

• Dn is the trade deficit in county n, equal to what it spends in excess of

its labor income

• πni is the share n′s consumption purchased from i

• As above πni = Xni
Xn

=
(
Ai/widni
Ān

)θ
• This is a system of I linear equation, will have to be solved numerically
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Questions that We Started With

Basic

1 Why do large countries trade less relative to GDP?

2 Why do all countries import more from larger countries?

3 Why does trade between countries diminishes with distance?

4 Why do prices vary across locations, with greater price differences

between countries that are further apart?
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Questions that We Started With

Deeper

1 How do productivity differences affect trade flows?

2 How does productivity growth in one country affects labor markets in

others?

3 Why do countries buy more from themselves than others?

4 What are the economic consequences of trade deficits?

5 How large are the gains from trade?
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Deeper
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4 What are the economic consequences of trade deficits?
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How Does Productivity Growth in one Country Affect Labor

Markets in Others?

Crucial point

• A rise in the productivity (or fall in the trade costs) of one country

affects output in other nations not only by displacing domestic

production (through imports) but also by displacing exports that these

other countries would have made

• As a country becomes more productive or faces lower trade barriers,

its probability of becoming the low cost producer of each good for

every other country rises

• Thus, exports from this ‘rising’ country displace exports to other

countries from their prior suppliers



Why Do Countries Buy Disproportionately from Themselves?

The Home Share of Spending on Manufactures

Eaton and Kortum 2012
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Table 2 reports the home share in 2006 for the 25 countries with data on Table 2 reports the home share in 2006 for the 25 countries with data on 
gross manufacturing production. The mean value of the home share is just under gross manufacturing production. The mean value of the home share is just under 
50 percent. In a world of frictionless trade (all 50 percent. In a world of frictionless trade (all dnini  == 1), there is no reason for a  1), there is no reason for a 
country to spend a larger share of its income on its own goods than any other country to spend a larger share of its income on its own goods than any other 
country. A country’s home share, in that case, would correspond to its share in country. A country’s home share, in that case, would correspond to its share in 
world output. As Table 2 makes clear, for each of these countries the home share world output. As Table 2 makes clear, for each of these countries the home share 
is many times larger than the country’s share in world GDP: three times higher for is many times larger than the country’s share in world GDP: three times higher for 
the United States, ten times for Germany, 50 times for Denmark, and 100 times for the United States, ten times for Germany, 50 times for Denmark, and 100 times for 
Greece. Such multiples illustrate the extent to which trade barriers continue to chop Greece. Such multiples illustrate the extent to which trade barriers continue to chop 
up world markets. Even though countries buy much more of their manufactures up world markets. Even though countries buy much more of their manufactures 

Table 2
The Home Share of Spending on Manufactures and Gains from Trade

World GDP
share (%) in 

2006

Home share of spending Implied gains from trade

Country
Level in 

2006 (%)
Change since 1996 
(percentage points)

Level in 
2006 (%)

Change since 1996 
(percentage points)

Austria 0.66 31.4 –16.2 21.3 8.1
Canada 2.60 49.1 –1.5 12.6 0.6
Czech Republic 0.29 42.6 –14.7 15.3 5.5
Denmark 0.56 25.6 –18.1 25.5 10.7
Estonia 0.03 2.5 –19.6 85.4 56.7
Finland 0.42 58.2 –7.3 9.4 2.1
France 4.60 56.9 –10.3 9.9 3.0
Germany 5.94 53.7 –16.4 10.9 4.8
Greece 0.54 52.7 –11.6 11.3 3.6
Hungary 0.23 26.0 –34.5 25.1 16.4
Iceland 0.03 27.9 –10.0 23.7 6.2
Ireland 0.46 39.6 9.9 16.7 –5.7
Italy 3.80 68.9 –7.1 6.4 1.7
Japan 8.88 84.9 –5.6 2.8 1.1
Korea 1.94 77.2 –0.7 4.4 0.1
Mexico 1.94 58.3 –7.9 9.4 2.3
New Zealand 0.22 53.6 –8.2 11.0 2.6
Norway 0.68 51.9 –2.5 11.6 0.9
Poland 0.69 53.4 –15.8 11.0 4.7
Portugal 0.41 50.8 –10.2 12.0 3.4
Slovenia 0.08 27.2 –15.5 24.3 9.0
Spain 2.51 62.8 –10.2 8.1 2.7
Sweden 0.81 49.2 –10.0 12.5 3.4
Switzerland 0.80 35.3 –20.0 18.9 8.6
United States 27.26 73.5 –8.3 5.3 1.9
All others 33.62

Source: Authors’ calculations from the OECD STAN (STructural ANalysis) Database, the Economist 
Intelligence Unit, and a model described in the text.
Notes: The home share is the share a country spends on domestic manufactures out of total country 
spending on manufactures. The last two columns calculate the implications of the level of the home 
share, and its changes over time, for countries’ gains from trade and how those gains have evolved. We 
look at the gains from trade only in manufactures.



Why Do Countries Buy Disproportionately from Themselves?

If all countries had identical, homothetic preferences, all would

consume same bundle of goods

• But countries tend to buy disproportionately more goods from

themselves – ‘Home bias’. Why?

1 Could be endogenous preference formation

• e.g. Hákarl

2 Could be transport costs

• Creates a range of goods that are not traded because each country

makes them more cheaply for itself

• Countries may be low cost provider of their own goods due to transport

costs



Economic Consequences of Trade Deficits I

Deficits affect distribution of economic activity through trade costs

• Consider a transfer of D from England to Portugal

• Diverts spending from non-traded goods that England was producing

for itself

• Increases production of those goods in Portugal

• English wage falls

• English exports rise

• Portuguese exports fall

Would not occur in a world with no trade frictions

• If England transferred D to Portugal, Portugal would spend D on

English goods in the same proportions that England would



Economic Consequences of Trade Deficits II

Deficits affect the distribution of economic activity within countries

• Trade deficit in i : Country i imports manufactured goods that it would

otherwise have produced

• Assume i ′s consumption shares across goods categories remain
balanced...

• i ′s manufacturing sector shrinks

• i ′s non-manufacturing sector grows

• This affects labor allocation between manufacturing and

non-manufacturing

• [In the longer run, manufacturing must grow again—often through a

fall in prices—to pay back debt]



In Simplest Terms, Merchandise Trade Deficit Reallocates

Employment from Manufacturing to Non-Manufacturing

Krugman, NYT 2016



Consequences of Eliminating Current Account Imbalances on

Wages and Manufacturing Share

Eaton and Kortum 2012
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points in the large, surplus countries (China and Germany) and by 5 percentage points in the large, surplus countries (China and Germany) and by 5 percentage 
points in the smaller ones (Norway, Sweden, and Switzerland). These extreme points in the smaller ones (Norway, Sweden, and Switzerland). These extreme 
predictions about the impact on the size of the manufacturing sector follow from predictions about the impact on the size of the manufacturing sector follow from 
our Ricardian assumption that labor can fl ow seamlessly between manufacturing our Ricardian assumption that labor can fl ow seamlessly between manufacturing 

Table 3
Consequences of Eliminating Current Account Imbalances

Data Counterfactuals

GDP 
(US$ 

billions)

Current 
account 
balance 

(% GDP)

Manufactures 
trade balance 

(% GDP)

Change in Change in 
mfg share 

(percentage 
points)Country

Relative 
wage (%)

Real 
wage (%)

Australia 973.7 –5.0 –8.1 –4.6 –1.4 3.5
Austria 382.0 2.4 1.2 11.4 0.3 –1.9
Belgium-Luxembourg 525.2 0.6 7.4 8.3 0.0 –0.5
Canada 1337.6 –3.4 –4.7 –1.0 –0.7 2.6
China 5050.5 4.7 10.6 13.4 0.3 –4.1
Czech Republic 190.2 –3.7 6.4 3.1 –0.9 3.3
Denmark 308.9 3.1 1.3 13.3 0.4 –2.4
Estonia 19.3 4.2 –3.9 17.5 1.5 –2.6
Finland 241.3 2.0 5.6 11.0 0.1 –1.7
France 2632.7 –2.0 –1.2 4.3 –0.4 1.6
Germany 3308.3 5.2 8.6 14.4 0.7 –4.4
Greece 326.4 –11.5 –12.3 –20.7 –3.7 8.7
Hungary 128.8 –0.1 7.7 7.4 –0.3 0.0
Iceland 12.1 –12.2 3.2 –6.1 –2.1 11.4
Ireland 223.8 –3.4 27.9 4.8 –0.2 3.2
Italy 2116.7 –2.5 2.9 4.1 –0.4 2.1
Japan 5031.6 2.4 3.4 12.7 0.2 –2.0
Korea 834.1 3.5 16.1 11.3 0.2 –3.3
Mexico 879.2 –1.2 –2.9 2.7 –0.4 0.9
Netherlands 796.2 4.4 7.5 13.6 0.7 –3.7
New Zealand 116.2 –3.6 –2.2 1.1 –0.6 2.9
Norway 370.7 11.6 –6.0 41.9 3.9 –4.8
Poland 430.5 –4.4 0.1 1.7 –1.0 3.8
Portugal 234.9 –11.4 –7.6 –11.9 –2.6 9.7
Slovak Republic 87.8 –3.7 6.5 3.3 –0.9 3.3
Slovenia 49.2 –1.7 –1.4 5.0 –0.5 1.4
Spain 1468.4 –5.6 –2.4 –2.0 –1.0 4.7
Sweden 403.5 6.7 4.8 18.6 1.0 –5.2
Switzerland 492.3 7.5 4.6 18.9 1.3 –5.7
Turkey 613.8 –2.7 –2.7 2.9 –0.6 2.2
United States 13939.0 –3.2 –2.6 0.0 –0.5 2.6
ROW 13961.0 0.9 –5.4 9.4 0.2 –0.6

Source: Authors’ calculations from the OECD STAN (STructural ANalysis) Database, the Economist 
Intelligence Unit, and a model described in the text.
Notes: We consider the effects of exogenous shifts in manufacturing trade defi cits that would simultaneously 
balance every country’s current account, holding fi xed any defi cits outside of manufacturing. Data are 
for 2009. “Relative wage” is the wage relative to the United States. “ROW” is “rest of world.”
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Gains from Trade

Gains from trade: Real income in country i is

wi
ρi

= γ−1Aiπ
−1/θ
ii

ln (wi/ρi ) = − ln γ + lnAi −
1

θ
lnπii

This expression says that a country’s income is

• Increasing in its absolute advantage Ai

• Declining in its home share of consumption πii (why?)

• If it doesn’t trade at all (πii = 1) , final term is zero, real wage is

determined entirely by domestic productivity Ai

Let’s say that θ ' 4 and πii falls from 1.0 to 0.75

• Elasticity of trade w.r.t. price of traded goods ≈ 4

• Welfare rises by − 1
4

ln 0.75 ' 0.072, about 7.5%

• See 2012 AER paper by Arkilakos, Costinot, Rodriguez-Claire



Real Wage Response to a Decrease in Trade Barriers (Uniform

25% Drop in Trade Costs)

Eaton and Kortum 2012
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on welfare around the world from a shift in the distribution of technologies in a on welfare around the world from a shift in the distribution of technologies in a 
particular country particular country i (as refl ected in the parameter  (as refl ected in the parameter Aii ). Our particular experiment  ). Our particular experiment 
makes the United States 10 percent more productive, so that   makes the United States 10 percent more productive, so that   ̂̂   A US    == 1.1. 1.1.

The world economy responds in two important ways: First, the U.S. wage rises The world economy responds in two important ways: First, the U.S. wage rises 
by about 30 percent relative to other countries’ wages. Second, the U.S. real wage by about 30 percent relative to other countries’ wages. Second, the U.S. real wage 
(in terms of goods and services) rises by about 6 percent, while real wages in other (in terms of goods and services) rises by about 6 percent, while real wages in other 
countries increase by only a small amount, if at all.countries increase by only a small amount, if at all.

The effects of geography are apparent as the greatest foreign benefi ciaries are The effects of geography are apparent as the greatest foreign benefi ciaries are 
Canada and Mexico, which experience a real wage gain one-tenth that in the United Canada and Mexico, which experience a real wage gain one-tenth that in the United 
States. A few countries, if they are initially running a trade surplus in manufactures, States. A few countries, if they are initially running a trade surplus in manufactures, 
experience a small real wage decline. (If we fi rst eliminate all trade imbalances and experience a small real wage decline. (If we fi rst eliminate all trade imbalances and 
then increase U.S. technology, all foreign countries experience a real wage gain.)then increase U.S. technology, all foreign countries experience a real wage gain.)

Overall, the increase in U.S. technology raises the GDP-weighted real wage Overall, the increase in U.S. technology raises the GDP-weighted real wage 
around the world by 1.6 percent, with 8 percent of this gain experienced outside around the world by 1.6 percent, with 8 percent of this gain experienced outside 
the United States. Foreign countries gain both due to the lower prices of fi nal goods the United States. Foreign countries gain both due to the lower prices of fi nal goods 

Figure 3
Real Wage Response to a Decrease in Trade Barriers

Source: Authors’ calculations using data from the OECD STAN (STructural Analysis) Database and the 
Economist Intelligence Unit and a model described in the text.
Notes: We consider a uniform proportional 25 percent drop in the costs of trade, a magnitude chosen 
so that world trade in manufactures approximately doubles relative to world GDP. The fi gure plots the 
counterfactual change in real wage against each countries’ share of world GDP.
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Why are companies choosing to outsource?
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Connecting Trade Flows to Labor Markets

When a country’s manufacturing import share rises, what does this

tell us about its domestic productivity and labor demand?

• This is the heart of the Autor-Dorn-Hanson AER 2013 ’China

Syndrome’ paper



Connecting Trade Flows to Labor Markets

Let the demand for labor in industry j by region i be given by

Lij = Ld(wij ,Qij)

• where wij is unit production costs and Qij is output

• Think of an industry as containing a continuum of goods

• All reasoning above about “shares” by countries applies to shares by

industries within and across countries



Connecting Trade Flows to Labor Markets

Using the E-K model, region i ’s sales in industry j to destination market n

can be written as

Xnij =
Aij(wijdnij)

−θ

Ānj
Xnj ,

• where θ is describes the dispersion in productivity among firms

• Aij , determines mean of firm productivities in an industry and region

• Ānj ≡
∑
h Ahj (whjdnhj)

−θ describes the extent of competition in

destination market n in industry j

• Reflects production and trade costs in the locations that supply

products to market n



Connecting Trade Flows to Labor Markets

Using the E-K model, region i ’s sales in industry j to destination market n

can be written as

Xnij =
Aij(wijdnij)

−θ

Ānj
Xnj ,

For region i , sales to destination market n in industry j are function of

1 its technological capability (Aij)

2 its unit production costs (wij)

3 bilateral trade costs (dnij)

4 expenditure in destination market n for goods of industry j (Xnj)

Region i will capture a larger share of market n’s purchases in industry j

when it has high productivity, low production costs, and low trade costs

relative to other suppliers



Connecting Trade Flows to Labor Markets

• Define

Ãij ≡ Aijw−θij
as cost-adjusted productivity of region i in industry j

• Summing over destination markets for region i , its total output in

industry j is

Qij = Ãij
∑
n

Xnjd
−θ
nij

Ānj



Connecting Trade Flows to Labor Markets

China is among the countries that each U.S. region competes in

serving destination markets

• When China’s productivity expands or its foreign trade costs fall, this

increases the value of Ānj in each destination market, diverting product

demand from U.S. regions that also serve these markets

• Crucial point: A rise in the productivity (or fall in the trade costs) of

one country affects output in other nations not only by displacing

domestic production (through imports) but also by displacing exports

that these other countries would have made

• As a country becomes more productive or faces lower trade barriers,

its probability of becoming the low cost producer of each good for

every other country rises

• Thus, exports from this ‘rising’ country displace exports to other

countries from their prior suppliers



Connecting Trade Flows to Labor Markets

Consider effect on Qij of a rise in China’s competitive position

1 An increase in Acj , where c indexes China

2 or a reduction in trade costs dncj , e.g., due to China’s accession to the

WTO

Direct effect of ∆′s in China’s productivity and trade costs on Qij

Q̂ij = −
∑
n

Xnij
Qij

Xncj
Xnj

(Âcj − θd̂ncj)

• where x̂ ≡ d ln x , Xnij/Qij is the share of exports to destination market

n in region i ’s output in industry j

• Xncj/Xnj is the share of imports from China in spending by destination

market n in industry j



Connecting Trade Flows to Labor Markets

The fall in region i ’s output in industry j is larger

Q̂ij = −
∑
n

Xnij
Qij

Xncj
Xnj

(Âcj − θd̂ncj)

1 the greater is the cost-adjusted productivity growth in China Âcj

2 the larger is the reduction in trade costs facing China d̂ncj

3 the more dependent region i is on market n (Xnij)

4 the more important China is as a source of supply to market n (Xncj)



Connecting Trade Flows to Labor Markets

In applying expression for Q̂ij , ADH focus on competition that CZs

face from China in the U.S. market

• Limit the summation above to n = u, that is, to outputs produced and

consumed in the United States

• Includes only the direct effect of shocks to Chinese productivity and

trade costs on the demand for output in region i

• It ignores indirect effects of these changes on factor prices and

spending in region i and in other regions and countries

• Changes in factor prices may cause changes in aggregate spending by

countries—reverberating through global economy

• In general equilibrium, ∆′s in China’s productivity + trade costs affect

wages + factor prices in countries where China competes



Connecting Trade Flows to Labor Markets

Key virtue of this framework

• Provides a link between observed changes in quantities of goods

imported and changes in the demand for the output of a local

economy (e.g., a Commuting Zone)

• Provides an empirical toehold for quantities of goods traded to local

demand for labor

• Essentially non-existent in the H-O framework

• ADH also focus on employment and public transfer benefits, not just

wages — this was absent from trade and labor markets literature
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1 Some motivating facts

2 The Ricardian Model

Ricardo’s two-by-two model

The chain of comparative advantage
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Trade costs

Adding more countries

3 Putting Ricardo to Work

4 Connecting Trade Flows to Labor Markets

5 Evidence from the ‘China Shock’



Autor-Dorn-Hanson ’13: Setup

Applying EK framework to U.S. labor markets using ‘China Shock’

• Measure of import exposure at the CZ-level

∆IPWuit =
∑
j

Lijt
Lujt

∆Mucjt
Lit

• Instrumented by

∆IPWoit =
∑
j

Lijt−1
Lujt−1

· ∆Mocjt
Lit−1

• Estimating equation (2SLS)

∆Lmit = γt + β1∆IPWuit + X′itβ2 + ect



Autor-Dorn-Hanson ’13: Setup

Empirical proxy for ∆CZ’s import exposure

∆IPWuit =
∑
j

Lijt
Lujt

∆Mucjt
Lit

• Allocates to each CZ a share of national import growth

• Divides this value by a CZ’s total employment

• Yields measure of “import growth per worker” in $1K units

Note two sources of variation in this measure

1 Variation in CZ’s manufacturing mix

2 Overall CZ manufacturing share: by controlling for initial

manufacturing share, ID comes from industry mix

∆IPWuit is trade-induced demand shock to CZ’s goods output

• How demand shock affects employment, wages, etc. in manufacturing

and non-manufacturing in CZ is empirical question



China’s Rising Share of World Manufacturing Exports, 1985 -

2012
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U.S. Imports from China Divided by Total U.S. Goods

Expenditures, 1987 - 2007

Autor-Dorn-Hanson, 2013

Figure 1.
Import Penetration Ratio for U.S. Imports from China (left scale), and Share of  U.S. 

Working-Age Population Employed in Manufacturing (right scale).
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Trade Flows: U.S. and China

Autor-Dorn-Hanson, 2013

Rising Trade between US and China
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Trade Flows: Eight Other Rich Countries and ChinaRising Trade: Other High Income Countries & China
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Trade Flows: China, U.S., Other Rich Countries 1991 - 2007

Autor-Dorn-Hanson, 2013
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(iv) the change in imports per worker net of imported intermediate inputs, the latter 
of which may have productivity enhancing effects on US industries (Goldberg et al. 
2010). These strategies yield results that are comparable to our benchmark estimates.

II. Data Sources and Measurement

This section provides summary information on our data construction and mea-
surement, with further details given in the online Data Appendix.

We use data from the UN Comrade Database on US imports at the six-digit 
Harmonized System (HS) product level. Due to lags in countries adopting the HS clas-
sification, 1991 is the first year for which we can obtain data across many high-income 
economies. The first column in panel A of Table 1 shows the value of annual US 
imports from China for the years 1991, 2000, and 2007 (with all values in 2007 US$). 
During the 16 year period from 1991 to 2007, this import value increased by a factor of 
11.5, from $26 billion to $330 billion. For comparison, the second column of panel A 
provides the value of annual US exports to China in 1992, 2000, and 2007. The volume 
of US exports was substantially smaller than the volume of imports throughout these 
years, and the growth of imports outpaced the growth of exports. The primary change in 
US-China trade during our sample period is thus the dramatic increase of US imports.

The third and fourth columns of panel A summarize the value of imports from 
Mexico and Central America, and from a set of 51 low-income countries that are 
mostly located in Africa and Asia.21 While imports from these countries grew 

21 Mexico/CAFTA includes Mexico, the Dominican Republic, and all Central American countries except Belize 
and Panama. Other low-income countries include those the World Bank defined as low income in 1989, except 
China.

Table 1—Value of Trade with China for the US and Other Selected High-Income Countries  
and Value of Imports from all Other Source Countries, 1991/1992–2007

I. Trade with China  (in billions 2007 US$) II. Imports from other countries  (in billions 2007 US$)

Imports from 
China

Exports to 
China

Imports from 
other low-inc.

Imports from 
Mexico/
CAFTA

Imports from 
rest of world

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Panel A. United States
1991/1992 26.3 10.3 7.7 38.5 322.4
2000 121.6 23.0 22.8 151.6 650.0
2007 330.0 57.4 45.4 183.0 763.1
Growth 1991–2007 1,156% 456% 491% 375% 137%

Panel B. Eight other developed countries
1991/1992 28.2 26.6 9.2 2.8 723.6
2000 94.3 68.2 13.7 5.3 822.6
2007 262.8 196.9 31.0 11.6 1329.8
Growth 1991–2007 832% 639% 236% 316% 84%

Notes: Trade data is reported for the years 1991, 2000, and 2007, except for exports to China which are first avail-
able in 1992. The set of “other developed countries” in panel B comprises Australia, Denmark, Finland, Germany, 
Japan, New Zealand, Spain, and Switzerland. Column 3 covers imports from all countries that have been classified 
as low income by the World Bank in 1989, except for China. Column 4 covers imports from Mexico and the Central 
American and Carribean countries covered by the CAFTA-DR. Column 5 covers imports from all other countries (primarily from developed countries).



Bivariate Correlations: China-U.S. vs. China-Other Import

Penetration, 1990 - 2007: 392 Goods Categories
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Defining “Local Labor Markets”Defining Local Labor Markets: “Commuting Zones”

Based on commuting patterns among countries in 1990

Cluster US counties in 722 commuting zones (CZ), strong
commuting within a CZ, weak commuting across CZs
Can map Census Public Use Micro Areas to CZs

Autor-Dorn-Hanson, 2013



Magnitude of Rise in Trade Exposure Across CZs, 1990 - 2007



First Stage: Commuting Zone Level Changes in Potential

Chinese Import Exposure

Autor-Dorn-Hanson, 2013

Figure 2.
Change in Import Exposure per Worker and Decline of  Manufacturing 
Employment: Added Variable Plots 2SLS and Reduced Form Estimates

Notes: N=722. The added variable plots control for the start of  period share of  employment in 
manufacturing industries. Regression models are weighted by start of  period commuting zone share 
of  national population.

Panel A: 2SLS 1st Stage Regression, Full Sample

Panel B: OLS Reduced Form Regression, Full Sample
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Figure 2.
Change in Import Exposure per Worker and Decline of  Manufacturing 
Employment: Added Variable Plots 2SLS and Reduced Form Estimates

Notes: N=722. The added variable plots control for the start of  period share of  employment in 
manufacturing industries. Regression models are weighted by start of  period commuting zone share 
of  national population.

Panel A: 2SLS 1st Stage Regression, Full Sample
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Reduced Form: Commuting Zone Level Changes in Potential

Chinese Import Exposure and Manufacturing Emp/Pop

Autor-Dorn-Hanson, 2013

Figure 2.
Change in Import Exposure per Worker and Decline of  Manufacturing 
Employment: Added Variable Plots 2SLS and Reduced Form Estimates

Notes: N=722. The added variable plots control for the start of  period share of  employment in 
manufacturing industries. Regression models are weighted by start of  period commuting zone share 
of  national population.

Panel A: 2SLS 1st Stage Regression, Full Sample

Panel B: OLS Reduced Form Regression, Full Sample
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2SLS Estimates by Decade: Import Exposure and

Manufacturing Emp/Pop

THE AMERICAN ECONOMIC REVIEW2135 OCTOBER 2013

error term.26 Additionally, the vector  X it  contains (in most specifications) a rich set 
of controls for CZs’ start-of-decade labor force and demographic composition that 
might independently affect manufacturing employment. Standard errors are clus-
tered at the state level to account for spatial correlations across CZs.

The first two columns of Table 2 estimate equation (5) separately for the 
1990–2000 and 2000–2007 periods, and the third column provides stacked first 
differences estimates. The coefficient of −0.75 in column 3 indicates that a $1,000  
exogenous decadal rise in a CZ’s import exposure per worker is predicted to reduce 
its manufacturing employment per working-age population by three-quarters of a 
percentage point. That the estimated coefficient is similar in magnitude in both time 
periods and all three models underscores the stability of the statistical relationships.

Over the time period that we examine, US manufacturing experienced a secular 
decline. A concern for our analysis is that increased imports from China could be 
a symptom of this decline rather than a cause. To verify that our results capture 
the period-specific effects of exposure to China trade, and not some long-run com-
mon causal factor behind both the fall in manufacturing employment and the rise 
in Chinese imports, we conduct a falsification exercise by regressing past changes 
in the manufacturing employment share on future changes in import exposure. 
Column 4 shows the correlation between changes in manufacturing employment 
in the 1970s and the change in future import exposure averaged over the 1990s 
and 2000s, while column 5 shows the corresponding correlation for the 1980s and 
column 6 provides the results of the stacked first differences model. These correla-
tions provide little evidence suggesting reverse causality. There is a weak negative 
relationship between the change in manufacturing employment and future import 
exposure in the 1980s; in the prior decade, this relationship is positive. While 
this exercise does not rule out the possibility that other factors contribute to the 

26 Estimating (5) as a fixed-effects regression assumes that the errors are serially uncorrelated, while the first-
differenced specification is more efficient if the errors are a random walk (Wooldridge 2002). Since we use Newey-
West standard errors clustered on US state in all models, our estimates should be robust to either error structure.

Table 2—Imports from China and Change of Manufacturing Employment  
in CZs, 1970–2007: 2SLS Estimates  

Dependent variable: 10 × annual change in manufacturing emp/working-age pop (in % pts)
I. 1990–2007 II. 1970–1990 (pre-exposure)

1990–2000 2000–2007 1990–2007 1970–1980 1980–1990 1970–1990
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

(∆ current period imports −0.89*** −0.72*** −0.75***
 from China to US)/worker (0.18) (0.06) (0.07)
(∆ future period imports 0.43*** −0.13 0.15
 from China to US)/worker (0.15) (0.13) (0.09)
Notes: N =  722, except N =  1,444 in stacked first difference models of columns 3 and 6. The variable “future 
period imports” is defined as the average of the growth of a CZ’s import exposure during the periods 1990–2000 and 
2000–2007. All regressions include a constant and the models in columns 3 and 6 include a time dummy. Robust 
standard errors in parentheses are clustered on state. Models are weighted by start of period CZ share of national 
population.

*** Significant at the 1 percent level.
 ** Significant at the 5 percent level.
  * Significant at the 10 percent level.

Autor-Dorn-Hanson, 2013



Pooled 2SLS Estimates 1990-2007: Import Exposure and

Manufacturing Emp/Pop
THE AMERICAN ECONOMIC REVIEW2137 OCTOBER 2013

share. These dummies modestly decrease the estimated effect of import exposure on 
manufacturing employment. Column 4 additionally controls for the start-of-period 
share of a CZ’s population that has a college education, the share of population that 
is foreign born, and the share of working-age women that are employed. These con-
trols leave the main result unaffected.

Column 5 introduces two variables that capture the susceptibility of a CZ’s occu-
pations to substitution by technology or task offshoring. Both variables are based 
on occupational task data, which are described in detail in Autor and Dorn (2013). 
Routine-intensive occupations are a set of jobs whose primary activities follow a set 
of precisely prescribed rules and procedures that make them readily subject to com-
puterization. This category includes white collar positions whose primary job tasks 
involve routine information processing (e.g., accountants and secretaries) and blue 
collar production occupations that primarily involve repetitive motion and monitor-
ing tasks. If CZs that have a large start-of-period employment share in routine occu-
pations experience strong displacement of manufacturing jobs due to automation, 
one would expect a negative relationship between the routine share variable and the 
change in manufacturing share. Indeed, the estimates in column 5  suggest that the 

Table 3—Imports from China and Change of Manufacturing Employment  
in CZs, 1990–2007: 2SLS Estimates 

Dependent variable: 10 × annual change in manufacturing emp/working-age pop (in % pts)
I. 1990–2007 stacked first differences

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
(∆ imports from China to US)/ −0.746*** −0.610*** −0.538*** −0.508*** −0.562*** −0.596*** worker (0.068) (0.094) (0.091) (0.081) (0.096) (0.099)
Percentage of employment −0.035 −0.052*** −0.061*** −0.056*** −0.040*** in manufacturing−1 (0.022) (0.020) (0.017) (0.016) (0.013)
Percentage of college-educated −0.008 0.013
 population−1 (0.016) (0.012)
Percentage of foreign-born −0.007 0.030***
 population−1 (0.008) (0.011)
Percentage of employment −0.054** −0.006 among women−1 (0.025) (0.024)
Percentage of employment in −0.230*** −0.245*** routine occupations−1 (0.063) (0.064)
Average offshorability index 0.244 −0.059
 of occupations−1 (0.252) (0.237)
Census division dummies No No Yes Yes Yes Yes

II. 2SLS first stage estimates

(∆ imports from China to OTH)/ 0.792*** 0.664*** 0.652*** 0.635*** 0.638*** 0.631***
 worker (0.079) (0.086) (0.090) (0.090) (0.087) (0.087)
R2 0.54 0.57 0.58 0.58 0.58 0.58

Notes: N =  1,444 (722 commuting zones × 2 time periods). All regressions include a constant and a dummy for 
the 2000–2007 period. First stage estimates in panel II also include the control variables that are indicated in the 
corresponding columns of panel I. Routine occupations are defined such that they account for 1/3 of US employ-
ment in 1980. The offshorability index variable is standardized to mean of 0 and standard deviation of 10 in 1980. 
Robust standard errors in parentheses are clustered on state. Models are weighted by start of period CZ share of 
national population.

*** Significant at the 1 percent level.
 ** Significant at the 5 percent level.
  * Significant at the 10 percent level.

Autor-Dorn-Hanson, 2013



Import Exposure and Changes in Manufacturing and

Non-Manufacturing Emp/Pop by Education

Autor-Dorn-Hanson, 2013
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MagnitudesMagnitudes

� Chinese imports ! �US manuf emp/pop
1990 - 2000: + $1,140 per worker
2000 - 2007: + $1,839 per worker

� US manuf fell 1/3rd 1990–2007: 12.7% ! 8.51%
1990 - 2000: -2.07%.
2000 - 2007: -2.73%

Drop in manufacturing due to China supply shock
1990 - 2000: - 548K manuf workers (16% of �)
2000 - 2007: - 982K manuf workers (26% of �)
1990 - 2007: - 1,430K manuf workers (21% of �)
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Pooled 2SLS Estimates 1990-2007: Import Exposure and ∆

Population

AUTOR ET AL.: THE CHINA SYNDROME 2142VOL. 103 NO. 6

 substantial changes in population. The regressions in Table 4 are analogous to our 
earlier models for the manufacturing employment share except that our dependent 
variable is the log of the working-age population ages 16 through 64 in the CZ, 
calculated using Census IPUMS data for 1990 and 2000 and American Community 
Survey for 2006 through 2008.

The specifications in panel A, which include no controls except a constant and a 
time dummy for the 2000–2007 time period, find a significant negative relationship 
between exogenous increases in Chinese import exposure and CZ-level population 
growth. A $1,000 per worker increase in trade exposure predicts a decline of 1.03 log 
points in a CZ’s working-age population. In specifications that add Census division 
dummies (panel B)—which are equivalent to trends in our first-difference model—
and in specifications that further include the full set of controls from Table 3, we find 
no significant effect of import shocks on local population size. This null is found for 
the overall working-age population (column 1), for college and noncollege adults 
(columns 2 and 3), and for age groups 16 through 34, 35 through 49, and 50 through 
64 (columns 4 through 6). In moving from panel A to C, the point estimates on 
import exposure fall while the standard errors rise. These estimates suggest that the 
effect of trade exposure shocks on population flows is small, though the imprecision 
of these estimates does not preclude more substantial responses.

The lack of a significant effect of trade exposure on population flows is consis-
tent with several hypotheses. One is that shocks to manufacturing from China trade 
are too small to affect outcomes in the broader CZ. A second is that goods markets 
are sufficiently well integrated nationally that local labor markets adjust to adverse 

Table 4—Imports from China and Change of Working-Age Population  
in CZ, 1990–2007: 2SLS Estimates 

Dependent variables: Ten-year equivalent changes in log population counts (in log pts)
I. By education level II. By age group

All College Noncollege Age 16–34 Age 35–49 Age 50–64
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Panel A. No census division dummies or other controls
(∆ imports from China −1.031** −0.360 −1.097** −1.299 −0.615 −1.127*** to US)/worker (0.503) (0.660) (0.488) (0.826) (0.572) (0.422)
R2 — 0.03 0.00 0.17 0.59 0.22

Panel B. Controlling for census division dummies
(∆ imports from China −0.355 0.147 −0.240 −0.408 −0.045 −0.549 to US)/worker (0.513) (0.619) (0.519) (0.953) (0.474) (0.450)
R2 0.36 0.29 0.45 0.42 0.68 0.46

Panel C. Full controls
(∆ imports from China −0.050 −0.026 −0.047 −0.138 0.367 −0.138 to US)/worker (0.746) (0.685) (0.823) (1.190) (0.560) (0.651)
R2 0.42 0.35 0.52 0.44 0.75 0.60

Notes: N =  1,444 (722 CZs × two time periods). All regressions include a constant and a dummy for the 2000–
2007 period. Models in panel B and C also include census division dummies while panel C adds the full vector of 
control variables from column 6 of Table 3. Robust standard errors in parentheses are clustered on state. Models are 
weighted by start of period commuting zone share of national population.

*** Significant at the 1 percent level.
 ** Significant at the 5 percent level.
  * Significant at the 10 percent level.

Autor-Dorn-Hanson, 2013



Pooled 2SLS Estimates 1990-2007: Import Exposure and

∆ ln Emp and ∆ ln WageTHE AMERICAN ECONOMIC REVIEW2147 OCTOBER 2013

The effect of import exposure on mean wages found in panel B of Table 7 is 
the complement of the employment effects estimated in panel A. Although import 
exposure reduces manufacturing employment, it appears to have no significant 
effects on mean manufacturing wages in CZs. This finding mirrors the outcomes 
of industry-level studies such as Edwards and Lawrence (2010) or Ebenstein et 
al. (2010), which observe no negative wage effects of imports on US workers in 
 import-competing manufacturing industries.40 One explanation for this pattern is 
that the most productive workers retain their jobs in manufacturing, thus biasing the 
estimates against finding a reduction in manufacturing wages. An alternative pos-
sibility, suggested by Bloom, Draca, and Van Reenen (2011), is that manufacturing 
plants react to import competition by accelerating technological and organizational 
innovations that increase productivity and may raise wages.

By contrast, Chinese import exposure significantly reduces earnings in sectors 
outside manufacturing. Nonmanufacturing wages fall by 0.76 log points for a $1,000 
increase in Chinese import exposure per worker, an effect that is comparable for 
college and noncollege workers. This result suggests that a negative shock to local 
manufacturing reduces the demand for local non-traded services while increasing 
the available supply of workers, creating downward pressure on wages in the sector.

The results of this section demonstrate that an increase in the exposure of local 
US labor markets to Chinese imports stemming from rising Chinese comparative 
advantage leads to a significant decline in employment and wages in local mar-
kets. These findings suggest that a variety of partial and incomplete labor market 
adjustments are operative. Because total CZ employment falls following a shock to 
local manufacturing, we conclude that labor and product markets are not sufficiently   

40 An exception to this generalization is McLaren and Hakobyan (2010), who find a wage impact on US indus-
tries exposed to increased competition from Mexico by NAFTA.

Table 7—Comparing Employment and Wage Changes in Manufacturing  
and outside Manufacturing, 1990–2007: 2SLS Estimates 

Dependent variables: Ten-year equivalent changes in log workers and average log weekly wages

I. Manufacturing sector II. Nonmanufacturing

All workers College Noncollege All workers College Noncollege
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Panel A. Log change in number of workers
(∆ imports from China −4.231*** −3.992*** −4.493*** −0.274 0.291 −1.037 to US)/worker (1.047) (1.181) (1.243) (0.651) (0.590) (0.764)
R2 0.31 0.30 0.34 0.35 0.29 0.53

Panel B. Change in average log wage
(∆ imports from China 0.150 0.458 −0.101 −0.761*** −0.743** −0.822*** to US)/worker (0.482) (0.340) (0.369) (0.260) (0.297) (0.246)
R2 0.22 0.21 0.33 0.60 0.54 0.51

Notes: N =  1,444 (722 CZs × two time periods). All regressions include the full vector of control variables from 
column 6 of Table 3. Robust standard errors in parentheses are clustered on state. Models are weighted by start of 
period CZ share of national population.

*** Significant at the 1 percent level.
 ** Significant at the 5 percent level.
  * Significant at the 10 percent level.

Autor-Dorn-Hanson, 2013
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Figure 3. E↵ect of Chinese Import Competition on Conditional Wage Distribution:
Males Only

Notes: Figure plots grouped IV quantile regression estimates for the male-only sample of the e↵ect of a $1,000
increase in Chinese imports per worker on the male conditional wage distribution (�1 in equation (9) in the text

when the change in average log wages for the commuting zone and decade corresponding to group g, �ln wg, is
replaced with the change in the u-quantile of log wages � ln wu

g ). The dashed horizontal line is the ADH estimate of
�1 in equation (9). 95% pointwise confidence intervals are constructed from robust standard errors clustered by
state and observations are weighted by CZ population, as in ADH. Units on the vertical axis are log points.
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Figure 2. E↵ect of Chinese Import Competition on Conditional Wage Distribution:
Females Only

Notes: Figure plots grouped IV quantile regression estimates for the female-only sample of the e↵ect of a $1,000
increase in Chinese imports per worker on the female conditional wage distribution (�1 in equation (9) in the text

when the change in average log wages for the commuting zone and decade corresponding to group g, �ln wg, is
replaced with the change in the u-quantile of log wages � ln wu

g ). The dashed horizontal line is the ADH estimate of
�1 in equation (9). 95% pointwise confidence intervals are constructed from robust standard errors clustered by
state and observations are weighted by CZ population, as in ADH. Units on the vertical axis are log points.
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Medicare and Medicaid, spent about $2,500 per capita in 2007, whereas the Social 
Security retirement and disability insurance programs transferred about $1,400 and 
$300 per capita, respectively.44 Meanwhile, federal income assistance (SSI, TANF, 
and SNAP) transferred about as much income as SSDI. By contrast, average TAA 
payments amounted to a mere $2 per capita, which is less than 0.05 percentage 
points of total transfers from governments to individuals. The substantial relative 
growth of TAA payments in CZs with growing import exposure thus translates to 
just a small increase of $0.23 in per capita in benefits for every $1,000 of growth 
in a CZ’s per-worker exposure to Chinese imports. Unemployment benefits also 
contribute only modestly to the overall increase in transfers. In contrast, the increase 
in federal transfer spending on SSDI payments is large and significant, equal to 
about $8 per $1,000 growth of export exposure. In-kind medical benefits rise by 
$18 per capita, while federal income assistance and retirement benefits account for 
an additional $7 and $10 in per-capita transfer spending. Not all of these effects are 
precisely measured, however.

Overall, Table 8 suggests that through its effects on employment and earnings, ris-
ing import exposure spurs a substantial increase in government transfer payments to 
citizens in the form of increased disability, medical, income assistance, and unem-
ployment benefit payments. These transfer payments vastly exceed the expenses of 

44 Note that these figures are denominated by population not beneficiaries.

Table 8—Imports from China and Change of Government Transfer Receipts  
in CZs, 1990–2007: 2SLS Estimates 

Dep vars: Ten-year equivalent log and dollar change of annual transfer receipts per capita (in log pts and US$)
Total 

individual 
transfers

TAA 
benefits

Unem-
ployment 
benefits

SSA 
retirement 
benefits

SSA 
disability 
benefits

Medical 
benefits

Federal 
income 
assist

Educ/ 
training 
assist

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Panel A. Log change of transfer receipts per capita
(∆ imports from China 1.01*** 14.41* 3.46* 0.72* 1.96*** 0.54 3.04*** 2.78**
 to US)/worker (0.33) (7.59) (1.87) (0.38) (0.69) (0.49) (0.96) (1.32)
R2 0.57 0.28 0.48 0.36 0.32 0.27 0.54 0.33

Panel B. Dollar change of transfer receipts per capita
(∆ imports from China 57.73*** 0.23 3.42 10.00* 8.40*** 18.27 7.20*** 3.71***
 to US)/worker (18.41) (0.17) (2.26) (5.45) (2.21) (11.84) (2.35) (1.44)
R2 0.75 0.28 0.41 0.47 0.63 0.66 0.53 0.37

Notes: N =  1,444 (722 CZs × two time periods), except N =  1,436 in column 2, panel A. Results for TAA ben-
efits in column 2 are based on state-level data that is allocated to CZs in proportion to unemployment benefits. 
Unemployment benefits in column 3 include state benefits and federal unemployment benefits for civilian fed-
eral employees, railroad employees, and veterans. Medical benefits in column 6 consist mainly of Medicare and 
Medicaid. Federal income assistance in column 7 comprises the SSI, AFDC/TANF, and SNAP programs while 
education and training assistance in column 8 includes such benefits as interest payments on guaranteed student 
loans, Pell grants, and Job Corps benefits. The transfer categories displayed in columns 2 to 8 account for over 
85 percent of total individual transfer receipts. All regressions include the full vector of control variables from col-
umn 6 of Table 3. Robust standard errors in parentheses are clustered on state. Models are weighted by start of 
period CZ share of national population. 

*** Significant at the 1 percent level.
 ** Significant at the 5 percent level.
  * Significant at the 10 percent level.

Autor-Dorn-Hanson, 2013
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Effect of Import Exposure on Government Transfers
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